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This document presents excerpts from the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway
Transportation Rules and Special Instructions as of the date of this document. The intent
of this document is to serve as a primer on the fundamental elements that provide for
what is commonly known as time table and train order railway operation.
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT THE
COMPLETE DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION
RULES AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS AND ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED
IN THIS DOCUMENT IS SUPERSEDED BY THE CURRENT DEERFIELD AND
ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION RULES AND SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS WHEN INCONSISTENT THEREWITH.
PERSONNEL, MEMBERS OR VISITORS SHALL AT ALL TIMES
BE GOVERNED BY THE CURRENTLY PUBLISHED AND COMPLETE
DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION RULES
AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.
For a more detailed explanation of this subject also see LFLSRM document:
Explanation of Single Track Time Table and Train Order Railway Operation as
Practiced on the Deerfield and Roundabout Railway
Jeffrey G. Hook, Chief Train Dispatcher
March 8, 2022
Naturally, rules cannot be made to cover all points that may arise. Safety and Efficiency
can be brought about only by mutual cooperation. To the end that the Deerfield and
Roundabout Railway may at all times be a safe highway of travel, all personnel are urged
to bear in mind that safety always and at all times shall be the first aim.
DEFINITIONS (EXCERPTS)
Not presented in alphabetical order.
ENGINE - A unit propelled by any form of energy, or a combination of such units
operated from a single control, used in train or yard service.
TRAIN - An engine or more than one engine coupled, with or without cars, displaying a
marker or markers.
REGULAR TRAIN - A train authorized by time table schedule.
SECTION - One of two or more trains running on the same schedule displaying signals
or for which signals are displayed.
Note: A section is therefore a regular train.
TIME TABLE - The authority for the movement of regular trains subject to the rules. It
contains the classified schedules of trains with special instructions relating to the
movement of trains.
SCHEDULE - That part of a time table which prescribes class, direction, number and
movement for a regular train.
STATION - A place designated in the time table by name.
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EXTRA TRAIN - A train authorized by train order without a time table schedule. It may
be designated as:
EXTRA - For any extra train, except a work extra;
Note: An “Extra train” is authorized to operate in one time table direction only and
unless instructed otherwise must keep out of the way, or keep clear, of regular trains.
WORK EXTRA - For an extra train authorized by Form H train order.
Note: A “Work extra train” is authorized to operate in both time table directions and
unless instructed otherwise must keep out of the way, or keep clear, of regular trains and
furthermore unless instructed otherwise whether standing or moving must provide flag
protection against extra trains approaching from either direction as prescribed by
Rule 99.
MAIN TRACK - A track, other than an auxiliary track, extending through yards and
between stations which must not be occupied without authority or protection.
SINGLE TRACK - A main track upon which trains are operated in both directions.
SIDING - A track auxiliary to the main track for meeting or passing trains.
TRAIN ORDER - A mandatory directive prescribed by Rule 201, issued by the train
dispatcher, which affects the movement of a train.
BLOCK SIGNAL - A fixed signal that governs trains entering and using a block or
provides for the proper spacing of trains.
INTERLOCKING SIGNAL - A fixed signal which is controlled by an interlocking
system and governs trains entering interlocking limits. An interlocking signal may also
function as a block signal.
INTERLOCKING LIMITS - The tracks between the opposing signals of an
interlocking.
REDUCED SPEED - A speed that will permit stopping within the range of vision short
of train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction or switch not properly lined.
RESTRICTED SPEED - A speed that will permit stopping within one-half the range of
vision short of train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly
lined.
TRANSPORTATION RULES (EXCERPTS)
STANDARD TIME (EXCERPTS)
2. All Members and Visitors of the LFLSRM authorized to participate in the operation
and movement of rail equipment, all personnel in train, engine and yard service, and such
other personnel as may be designated, must have and use, while on duty, a reliable watch
that simultaneously displays hours, minutes and seconds. When such watches are found
to vary more than 20 seconds from Railway Standard Time they must be set to correct
Railway Standard Time.
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TIME TABLES (EXCERPTS)
4. The number of the current time table in effect shall be posted on bulletin boards by
the train dispatcher.
4(A). Personnel whose duties are in any way affected by the time table must, while on
duty, have a copy of the current time table in effect in their possession, unless the current
time table in effect has no schedules for regular trains.
5. Not more than two times are given for a train at any station; where one is given, it is,
unless otherwise indicated, the leaving time; where two are given, they are the arriving
and the leaving time.
Unless otherwise specified, the time applies at the siding switch where an inferior train
clears a superior train; where there is no siding it applies to the place from which fixed
signals are operated; where there is neither siding nor fixed signal, it applies to the place
where traffic is received or discharged.
Schedule meeting or passing stations are indicated by figures in full-face type, with the
numbers of the trains to be met, or passed, or that will pass and run ahead, in small
figures, adjoining.
Both the arrival and leaving time of a train are in full-faced type when both are meeting
or passing times, or when one or more trains are to meet or pass it between those times.
Note: It must be understood that schedule meeting or passing stations designated by
figures in full-face type do not absolutely fix the point where the regular trains will meet
or pass. Unless instructed otherwise by train order, if an inferior train cannot arrive at a
schedule meeting or passing station in time, according to rule, to enter the siding and
clear the main track for the superior train, then the inferior train is required to stay back
at a station, with a siding, located before the schedule meeting or passing station and
clear the main track in time, according to rule, for the superior train at that station
instead. Unless instructed otherwise by train order, a superior train may leave a schedule
meeting or passing station at or after its leaving time regardless of whether an inferior
train has or has not arrived.
6. The following when adjoining the figures of the schedule indicate:
A - arrive;
s - regular stop;
f - flag stop.
SUPERIORITY OF TRAINS (EXCERPTS)
71. A train is superior to another train by right, class, direction or time table special
instruction.
Superiority by right is conferred by train order, superiority by class, direction, or time
table special instruction is conferred by time table.
Right is superior to class, direction or time table special instruction.
Time table special instruction is superior to class or direction.
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72. Trains of the first class are superior to those of the second; trains of the second class
are superior to those of the third; and so on.
73. Extra trains are inferior to regular trains.
MOVEMENT OF TRAINS (EXCERPTS)
81. A main track must not be fouled or occupied without authority granted by rule or by
special instruction, time table authority, or train order authority, unless protected as
prescribed by Rule 99.
82. Time table schedules, unless fulfilled or annulled, are in effect for twelve hours after
their time at each station.
83. A train must not leave its initial station, or an intermediate station where schedules
originate or terminate, or a junction, or pass from double or three or more tracks to single
track, until it has been ascertained whether all trains due, which are superior, have arrived
or left.
84. A train must not start until the proper signal is given.
86. Unless otherwise provided, an inferior train must be clear at the time a superior train
in the same direction is due to leave the next station in the rear where time is shown.
87. An inferior train must keep out of the way of opposing superior trains and failing to
clear the main track by the time required by rule must be protected at that time as
prescribed by Rule 99.
Extra trains must clear the time of opposing regular trains not less than one minute
unless otherwise provided, and will be governed by train orders with respect to opposing
extra trains.
88. At meeting points between regular trains, the inferior train must clear the main track
one minute before the leaving time of the superior train.
At meeting points between extra trains, the eastward extra train must take the siding
unless otherwise provided.
89. Necessary identification of trains must be made at meeting points and passing
points.
90. Trains and engines must stop before siding switches, unless the switch is properly
lined, the points are seen to fit and the track is seen to be clear.
91. Unless some form of block signals is used, trains in the same direction must keep
not less than two minutes apart, except when proceeding at reduced speed to close up
behind a standing or slowly moving train.
92. A train must not leave a station in advance of its schedule leaving time.
93. Yard limits will be indicated by track side signs or track markers or designated by
special instructions. Within yard limits the main track may be occupied, clearing first
class trains when due to leave the last station where time is shown. Protection against
second and third class trains, and extra trains and engines is not required.
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In case of failure to clear the time of first class trains, protection must be provided as
prescribed by Rule 99.
Second and third class trains, and extra trains and engines must move at restricted speed
on main tracks within yard limits prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision
short of train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction or switch not properly lined.
All trains and engines must move at restricted speed on yard tracks, sidings, wye tracks,
spur tracks and other tracks not designated as main tracks prepared to stop within onehalf the range of vision short of train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction or
switch not properly lined.
95. When authorized by the train dispatcher, two or more sections may be run on the
same schedule. Each section has equal time table authority.
97. Unless otherwise provided, extra trains must be authorized by train orders.
98. Trains and engines must stop before the end of double or three or more tracks,
junctions, railway crossings, and drawbridges, unless signals indicate proceed, or, where
proceed signals cannot be displayed, the switches are properly lined and it has been
ascertained that it is safe to proceed.
99. When a train stops under circumstances in which it may be overtaken by another
train, protection must be provided by a train crew member who must act as a flagman and
go back immediately with flagman's signals a distance of not less than 120 actual feet or
40 paces of three actual feet each, the distance increased for descending grades and
weather conditions, and until the flagman's view of an approaching train is unobstructed
for not less than 50 actual feet beyond, and place a yellow signal consisting of a yellow
flag and, in addition, a yellow light by night, on the side of the track that will be visible to
and not obstruct an approaching train. After placing the yellow signal the flagman may
return one-half the distance to the train. When recalled and safety to the train will permit,
the flagman may return.
When the engineer is acting as the flagman, after placing the yellow signal and safety to
the train will permit, the engineer may return to the engine.
The front of the train must be protected in the same way when necessary.
When a train is moving under circumstances in which it may be overtaken by another
train, protection must be provided by a train crew member who must act as a flagman and
take such action as may be necessary to insure full protection. When the view of an
approaching train is obscured, yellow signals consisting of a yellow flag and, in addition,
a yellow light by night, must be placed at proper intervals on the side of the track that
will be visible to and not obstruct an approaching train.
When flags cannot be plainly seen, lanterns or lights must be used. Conductors and
engineers are responsible for the protection of their trains.
Flagman's signals must not be placed between parallel tracks, unless it cannot be
avoided.
The placement of flagman's signals must be such that provides for the maximum straight
sighting distance of the signal as viewed from an approaching train.
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An engineer seeing a yellow flag or yellow light near the side of the track will at once
bring their train under control and then for a distance of one-half scale mile (330 actual
feet) beyond the yellow signal will proceed at reduced speed. Failing to find a flagman or
obstructions within the distance of one-half scale mile (330 actual feet) they will assume
that track is clear and resume usual speed.
The engineer or conductor of a train upon passing a yellow signal placed on the side of
the track their train is operating on will retrieve the yellow signal.
When a flagman is sent ahead to protect the movement of a train, extra precautions must
be taken to see that a sufficient distance is maintained between the flagman and the train
to insure safety.
When a train has been flagged, the flagman, if present, must inform the engineer why
the train has been flagged and the engineer must be governed by conditions.
When a flagman is sent out with instructions affecting the authority of a train, such
instructions must be in writing if circumstances will permit.
When a flagman is sent to a station on a train with instructions affecting the authority of
a train, the flagman will ride on the head end of the train, and the engineer must stop and
let the flagman off at the first switch.
104. Unless otherwise provided, the normal position of a main track switch is for the
main track and it must be lined in that position except when changed for immediate
movement.
Conductors are responsible for the position of switches used by them and their train
crews, except where switchtenders are stationed. Switches must be properly lined after
having been used.
The engineer must see that switches near the engine are properly lined.
Personnel handling switches must know that the switches are properly lined for the
movement to be made and that the switch points fit.
108. In case of doubt or uncertainty, the safe course must be taken.
RULES FOR MOVEMENT BY TRAIN ORDERS (EXCERPTS)
201. For movements not provided for by time table, train orders will be issued by
authority and over the signature of the train dispatcher and only contain information or
instructions essential to such movements.
206. In train orders and clearances, regular trains will be designated by numbers as "No.
10", and sections as "First 10"; "Second 10"; and so on, adding engine numbers in train
orders if desired. Extra trains, except work extras, will be designated by engine numbers
and the direction as "Extra 798 east". Work extras will be designated by engine numbers,
as "Work extra 798".
For the movement of an engine of another company, the initials or the designated name
will precede the engine number.
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TRACK SIDE SIGNS AND TRACK MARKERS (EXCERPTS)

BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNAL RULES (EXCERPTS)
260. On portions of the railway, trains will be governed by the indications of block
signals and interlocking signals, whose indications will supersede the superiority of trains
and authority to proceed granted by time table, train order or special instruction, except
train orders or special instructions pertaining to a specific block or interlocking signal.
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS (EXCERPTS)
X1. At Deerfield, Lake Forest, Roundabout, Carlson and Critchley all trains and engines
must move at restricted speed on main tracks within yard limits prepared to stop within
one-half the range of vision short of train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or
switch not properly lined, and main tracks within yard limits may be occupied without
providing protection. Regular trains must avoid delay to superior regular trains. Extra
trains and engines must avoid delay to regular trains.
X8. A train may arrive at a station in advance of its schedule arriving time.
X10. At a register station at which only arriving trains are required to register,
provisions of Rule 83 that require ascertaining whether superior trains leaving that are
due to have left shall not apply, and extra precautions must be taken by sections to
prevent a following section from leaving before a leading section.
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TIME TABLE No. X2
PRESENTED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
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DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY
KENNEDY ROAD MAIN LINE
ACTUAL TRACK LAYOUT
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BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNALS ARE
SENTINELS OF SAFETY
“CLEAR”
Proceed

“APPROACH”
Proceed prepared to
stop at next signal.

“STOP”
Just plain
STOP.

KNOW where they are located.
KNOW the information they can convey.
SEE them and CALL them.
BE PREPARED to DO,
THEN DO WHAT THESE VIGILANT
WATCHMEN TELL YOU TO DO.
Illustration above from the Kansas City Terminal Railway
Operating Rules Effective May 15, 1953.
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